What does it mean to be genetically Jewish?
The Guardian | June 2019
Assistant Professor of Medicine, Jessica Mozersky is featured in this article about genetic testing and Judaism.

To fight TB infection, early protection is crucial: New approach may aid development of more effective vaccine
The Source, Washington University in St. Louis | 6/5/19
Exciting news from a TB study co-authored by Shabaana Abdul Khader, professor and interim head of the Department of Molecular Microbiology.

Open Letter to HUD on Wellston housing crisis
St. Louis American | 6/5/19
Janson Purnell of Health Equity Works…reminds us of how childrens’ environments play a role in their ability to learn.

Mallinckrodt expectes to pay $15M in DOJ probe
St. Louis Business Journal | 6/6/19
Derek Brown, health economist and assistant professor Washington University in St. Louis told the Business Journal that generics firm faces significant threats such as lawsuits…because of marketing and promotion practices relative to the opioid crisis.

Heartburn Drugs Again Tied to Fatal Risks
U.S. News & World Report | 6/6/19
Lead Researcher, Dr. Ziyad Al-Aly, an assistant professor at Washington University School of Medicine discusses the risks of taking over the counter meds for heartburn.

The impact of gender norms on health: Brown School research part of a series of studies that aims to promote gender-equitable policies and programs
The Source, Washington University in St. Louis | 6/7/19
Gender norms expert Lindsay Stark has co-authored a study on the need to transform restrictive gender norms and inequalities.

Explaining the Missouri pre-abortion exam Rachel Maddow called ‘state-sanctioned sexual assault’
Washington Post | 6/8/19
Psychiatry Professor, Jessica Gold is featured in this Washington Post article concerning state-mandated pelvic exams. (Subscription required.)
St. Louis transplant surgeons fear new organ allocation rules could harm area patients
*St. Louis Post-Dispatch* | 6/9/19
Dr. Varun Puri, associate surgical director of WashU's lung transplant program, speaks to the *Post-Dispatch* about new organ allocation rules and their impact on rural Missouri patients.

The most unpopular presidential election winner ever could win again in 2020
The Conversation | 6/10/19
Professor of the Practice of Data Science, Liberty Vittert’s editorial concerning President Trump’s reputation among the majority of Americans and how this bodes for the 2020 election.

Heartburn Drugs Can Lead to Fatal Heart of Kidney Disease
“We don’t want to imply that people shouldn’t be taking P.P.I.s when they really need them,” said the senior author, Dr. Ziyad Al-Aly of the Washington University School of Medicine…

New study reveals simply way to sharpen dulling sense of smell
KABC-TV (Los Angeles) | 6/12/19
WashU Otolaryngologist, Dr. Jay Piccirillo says many don't seek out a doctor's care when experiencing a loss of their sense of smell.

Liberty Vittert: Why can’t Planned Parenthood just tell us how many abortions it provides?
FoxNews.com | 6/16/19
What's your opinion on the reporting methods of abortion clinics? Liberty Vittert, professor of the Practice of Data Science at the Olin Business School at Washington University in St. Louis and an ambassador for the Royal Statistical Society, gives commentary.

Novartis’ new $2.1 million drug has roots in Philadelphia. Here’s how the city has impacted treatment of rare diseases
*The Philadelphia Inquirer* | 6/17/19
Federal rules about what plans cover depend on the type of plan, and states may have their own rules about what private health plans must pay, said Rachel Sachs, associate law professor at Washington University in St. Louis.

Florida Wants to Import Medicine from Canada but How would That Work?
NPR “All Things Considered” | 6/18/19
“Canada negotiates drug prices just like many other countries around the world,” explains Rachel Sachs, a law professor at Washington University in St. Louis…

Tiananmen Square and what it means to be free
St. Louis American | 6/18/19
What does it mean to "be free”? Benjamin Ola. Akande, director of Africa Initiative and associate director of the Global Health Center at the Institute for Public Health talks about it in this op-ed.

House Democrats’ internal feud over prescription drug prices explained
VOX | 6/19/19
Law Professor Rachel Sachs weighs in on the political feud over the high price of prescription drugs.
What’s Going On? Black Children Between the Ages of 5 and 11 Are Committing Suicide More Than Whites and Experts Don’t Know Why
Atlanta Black Star | 6/23/19
Suicide among black youth occurs disproportionately among boys, with males accounting for as much as 80 percent of suicides among all African-Americans, according to Dr. Sean Joe, associate dean for faculty and research at the Brown School.

Treatment Is On Horizon for Deadly Virus - County Death Studied
EMissourian.com | 6/26/19
BEWARE of ticks this summer! Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, Dr. Jacco Boon is studying ways to curtail tick-borne illness.

Interactive Autism Network, home to dozens of studies, set to shut down
SpectrumNews.org | 6/26/19
Dr. John Constantino, professor of pediatrics and psychology weighs in on a pending closure of the Interactive Autism Network.

County executive recommends Justice Services Advisory Board with guts
St. Louis American | 6/26/19
With one of the best research universities in the county footprint, a subject matter expert from Washington University was nominated: Timothy McBride, a professor at the Brown School of Social work…

YOUR HEALTH: Regaining your sense of smell
WQAD-TV | 6/26/19
After a simple viral infection, Leahy…found Dr. Jay Piccirillo at Washington University in St. Louis.